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The project was conceived as a side-project for
Lit's Mike Caridi when he was working on The Red
Letter Days, a film shot in Times Square. The
project eventually took on a life of its own as Lit,
Mike Caridi and John Popper decided to go their
separate ways. Mike Caridi had recently parted
ways with Lit's other band, Lemonheads. In his
free time, Mike would write songs for the project
and when the project started it was evident that
the lyrics for The Rubies aren't autobiographical
and the audience sensed that and his music
became a little bit darker. With the departure of
producer Mike Caridi and a little bit of a change in
style, Mike incorporated some of the ideas that he
had been bouncing around into a full length. The
lyrics are very dark and cynical, and the music is
much darker than the Lemonheads. The album
was recorded in only eight days and not until now
has anyone heard it. This deluxe edition includes
a download code for your copy of the album.The
Rubies (2009, The Rubies) Legendary director and
author, William Friedkin (The French Connection,
The Exorcist) pens the foreword to this debut
album from The Fresh & Onlys (Stars,
singer/songwriter/musician/producer) in which she
delivers brilliantly original songs, striking
theatricality, and the type of fresh new sound that
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the world is waiting for. The album includes never-
before-released songs that have been crafted in
the last year and is the first solo release of the
band's recorded output. This deluxe edition
includes a download code for your copy of the
album. On December 6, 1978, the Stevie Ray
Vaughan album Texas Flood had its original
release date set for March 20, 1979. The album
was released to a tepid reception and became
Vaughan's most commercially unsuccessful
album. The title track was a live favorite for years
but the album failed to catch on.To copy the
Texas Flood era demo style recording, Sweetest
Monster seems to be a true vintage repressing. A
standout track is the title song that may help the
album stand the test of time.Helen Fitz Gibbon is
a Texas-based singer/songwriter. Her debut
album, My Reflection, was released on January 19,
2013. She has opened for acts such as Nelly
Furtado, Adele and Tom Petty.Helen Fitz Gibbon -
My Reflection1) My Reflection (bonus)2) Walk This
Way (bonus)
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productions. Fortunately for you we've got a
massive selection of premium content to choose

from, a tracklist curated by our best of video
team. The trick to this is that you can subscribe to

the entire playlist and download any video you
want, when you want, right on your Apple TV or

iPad. Simply launch the JAMO app on your device
(iOS 10+), click the Apple TV icon, and your

options will be on the right-hand side. Best Apple
TV Addons: 1080p Player (iOS 10+) - Some tunes

are just meant to be heard as high-quality, in-
home audiophiles. This add-on will let you adjust
the audio quality of your Apple TV output to your
system of choice. Additionally, you can download

the iOS app, which is an audio player that works in
lock-step with your ATV output. You can play the

same file on the phone and ATV at the same time.
Of course, your iOS device will have to support
video playback via AirPlay, so you will need an
iPhone or iPad. The Giving Groove is proud to

present the first vinyl reissue of The Dead
Milkmens classic album Metaphysical Graffiti, now

remastered with bonus material. Fans have
cherished hits such as If You Love Somebody, Set
Them on Fire and Methodist Coloring Book, but
since the Enigma labels initial release in 1990,
copies of the original pressing have become
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increasingly difficult to unearth. The remastered
album will be offered as a limited-edition variant,
pressed exclusively for Record Store Day Black
Friday 2022. Housed in a gatefold jacket, bonus

materials will include: A reproduction of the
Methodist Coloring Book. Penned by Dean Cleans
wife, Melissa, the coloring book was printed as a
promotional item for the 1990 release and has

never been made commercially available. Four of
the albums songs, which the band loving refers to

as The Earls, have been pulled from the 12 and
given their own 7 vinyl (pressed on snot-colored
brown and green variants) with new artwork. An
interior jacket designed with never-before-seen

photos, text about the model house that is
featured on the front cover, and Dandrews

recounting: Everything I Needed to Know About
Culture I Learned from Metaphysical Graffiti. The
12 sleeve featuring the original art, lyrics, and
credits. A QR code to download the remastered

album digitally as a compliment to the vinyl.
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